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What do you want to achieve? 
Take the self test to see which treatment best suits you and begin your journey to clearer vision
Take the self test
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What matters to you?

Wellington Eye Clinic is dedicated to help you achieve visual freedom

See Treatments
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Patient Resources

Patient resources to help you distill complex information through technology

Learn More



Why choose Wellington?

years helping people see better


patients treated


years experience for our lead surgeon
(Laser Vision Correction)


See how we can help




havent had the chance to meet Dr Arthur Cummings. I am from across the world in southeast asia. but Dr Arthur answer my emails while he actually don't really have to. Dublin is lucky to have this great doctor. 🙏
See more
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H Mirza





As a Doctor I can appreciate the level of research the clinic have carried out into understanding the patient's journey. From my initial phone call to book a consultation, through various assessments and finally a consultation with Mr Cummings; the process was extremely efficient and professional. Mr Cummings preempted most of my questions and answered any new ones in great detail. I left the clinic well informed and knew I was in good hands. His skill is well known but his enthusiasm and ability to reassure was what stood out. On the day of surgery I arrived at 3 pm. The Lasik procedure itself only took around 15 minutes. I was well informed of every step of the process. Immediately after the Lasik I could see the clock on the clinic wall in almost perfect detail. I had minimal discomfort in the hours that followed but was armed with the appropriate eye drops in anycase. Only a few hours later on the night of the surgery I could see perfectly. A text from Mr Cummings to check in was a nice touch. In the two weeks since my Lasik the impact has been immense. Now the day starts when I wake up rather than when I put in my contact lenses after 20 minutes of clumingsly scrambling to get ready for the day ahead. The many benifits of Lasik are obvious, but for me being able to play with the kids without having to consider if I have my glasses on or need to find the contacts and working nights without worrying about falling asleep in my lenses leading to dry eyes or conjunctivitis are just two simple but life changing benifits of Laser eye surgery. As a Doctor, I researched all potential Clinics and Surgeons. This was time consuming but a necessity to ensure my eyes were in the care of the best possible team. Objectively and subjectively the Wellington Eye Clinic lead the way. I can't recommend Lasik and the Wellington Eye Clinic highly enough.
See more
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Ciaran Patrick Doyle





I got Laser eye surgery completed by Arthur Cummings and the fantastic team in the Wellington eye Clinic over 14 years ago. Life changing is an understatement. My eyesight is amazing now! Last year I had to renew my car / truck license and I needed to do an eyesight test with my local doctor who confirmed my eyesight is still 20/20
See more
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icetronix buyer





Long overdue review for LASIK surgery procedure I had in 2023. Dr Cummings and all the team at the clinic were absolutely brilliant. Very thorough assessments, flawless procedure and excellent aftercare. Thank you all.
See more
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Ken Blackmore





3 weeks ago i got laser done on my eyes at the wellington eye clinic I have one regret and that is i should have done it sooner, it was totally painless, and the results are just amazing, i had been wearing glasses and contacts since i was 12 and am now in my 40's i am delighted I finally went and got it done, the team in the wellington eye clinic are just superb from my very first call they made me feel at ease and welcome, i cant speak highly enough of Dr Cummins and his team even after the procedure with the follow up phone calls and texts, anyone thinking of getting eye surgery I cant recommend highly enough, thanks again Damien O Brien
See more
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Damien O Brien





Three years ago I had v.suçcessful l.eye laser treatment. Today, 3 years later, I spoke with 'Rachel' for 5mins on the phone! Admin. Rachel was brilliant. From all her optical knowledge to her kindness, once again The Wellington Clinic is tops for me! Thanks Rachel, Mr. Cummings and the team. My laser may just need 'to be adjusted'. Lesley
See more
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Lesley Miller





I had my eye laser surgery done the 10th of January. I had a wonderful experience. All the team and fabulous staff took great care of me. Arthur Cummings is a fantastic surgeon. He even checks in with you that evening to see how you are and you can call,if you’ve any issues. My healing was great. And they check your eyes the next day you feel very reassured. The results is unbelievable. I feel better and confident at my work now, wish I had done it long ago.would highly recommend,wellington eye clinic.
See more
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Suzanne Callaghan





I am an experienced eye surgeon myself, I had to consider, where I should visit to perform the procedure. For many years I was using contact lenses, but these were no longer good for me. I considered LASIK on my eyes. As I am an experienced eye surgeon myself, I had to consider, where I should visit to perform the procedure. As I have known Dr Arthur Cummings and the Wellington Eye Clinic for many years, I decided to visit Dr Cummings. His excellence, his warm-hearted art, his attitude to perfection are well known and convinced me to give my eyes to his hands. Also, his staff and colleagues are so kind and care about absolutely everything, that I just felt like visiting my family rather than a clinic. The procedure lead to a perfect result. Today for more than 40 years it is the first time, that I am able to look at my environment without any prosthesis. It is an overwhelming experience, and still after a week I sit down and only enjoy looking – at everything: I do not read the newspaper, but look at the contrasts changing on the paper in the light and those little particles in the material. It was three days after LASIK that I could do my work as a microsurgeon again, everything worked perfectly. As a result, I am convinced, the Wellington Eye Clinic and Dr Arthur Cummings are clearly recommended.
See more
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Andreas Frohn 
Professor of Ophthalmology at Tuebingen University. Cataract and Laser Eye Surgeon





One the best eyes clinic in Ireland, excellent service from the beginning to end. Five stars service, great staff, lovely location.
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Jose Maria Soto Sellanes





I selected the WEC by a devious route from another Eye Specialist who operates worldwide. The reason was they could not offer the right product (Trifocal IOL) to me. I got the Lenses replaced on Oct/2019. Any aspect of the procedure, from pre-checks, preparation, surgery, and aftercare is flawless. You are in absolute professional hands. I did a lot of private research in preparation of the surgery. On the end, I had not many questions left on Dr Cummings and was convinced it is the only right decision. Big thanks to Kurt V. and his YT video series (Testimonial Trifocal IOL lens implant). It answered questions I don't even know to ask. The entire work, together with the Lasik correction if needed afterwards, is on the end not pricier than from this big players which makes these low price advertisement. Thanks a million to the Wellington Eye Clinic Team.
See more
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IP. Man





I’m a year post laser eye surgery, my experience with the Wellington Cljnic has been exemplary! I couldn’t recommend them enough- the entire team, from reception and pre appointment tests, to Mr. Cummings and the team in surgery to the after care. Everything well explained, the whole team are very professional and helpful. I am delighted with the outcome- I wore glasses for almost all my life and now to see so well without them is amazing- it has been life-changing for me!!! Thanks to all in the Wellington Eye Clinic!
See more
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Excellent professional and friendly care from the Wellington team. Many thanks. F Blake
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Frances Blake





I had laser eye surgery just over 2 weeks ago and can’t believe how quick and painless such a life-changing procedure could be. I have been wearing glasses/contact lenses for distance vision for about 40 years. In the last few years, I was no longer able to see close up things while wearing my lenses, and then had to add reading glasses to my collection. When I visited Wellington Eye Clinic, they completed the most thorough assessment of my eyes and recommended blended vision – one eye corrected for distance and one for close up work. Dr. Cummings explained the solution and the procedure to me in really simple terms, and filled me with confidence. On the morning of my surgery, I was so well taken care of. A final set of tests and checks on my eyes, followed by a short and painless surgery and then a rest in the lovely recovery room. Just 24 hours after surgery, I was able see well enough to drive, use the small font on my phone, thread a needle, work on my laptop and so much more. I can’t recommend Wellington Eye Clinic highly enough. Everybody is so professional and caring at each stage of the process, and I’m delighted with my new vision. I should have done this years ago!!
See more
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Jane Hogan





I can't thank Dr. Cummings and the staff at the Wellington Eye Clinic enough. I had LASIK last week and the entire process from start to finish was a breeze, thanks to the amazing staff at the clinic. Waking up with perfect vision again has been surreal and my only regret is not getting it done sooner. I couldn't recommend the clinic enough, Dr. Cummings is extremely professional and his calm and positive attitude throughout put me at ease and helped reassure me that I was in the right place!
See more
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Shaun





Some years ago ,I suffered the terrifying experience of temporal arteris,and Arthur Cummings saved the sight in my right eye..alas,It was too late for the other eye…but I am eternally grateful to him for the wonderful expertise of his brilliant mind,and gentle manner,giving me courage to continue on.His team are gentle, polite and encouraging.He is one of the best eye surgeons in Ireland, Thank you,Arthur
See more
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I am three days post LASIK treatment and couldn’t be happier. The Wellington Clinic and Dr. Cummings came highly recommended from a friend, and from my very first consultation I knew I was in safe and expert hands. Dr. Cummings and the whole Team are so kind and caring, providing such a positive experience. The level of care and service from the very first phone call to the treatment itself and the aftercare is second to none. If you are considering Laser Eye Surgery, I couldn’t recommend this clinic more.
See more
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It’s amazing being able to wake up in the morning and just see. I don’t have to reach for my glasses or put contact lenses in. All the staff here were so nice and helpful and the whole process was very easy and fast. Thank you very much Wellington.
See more
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Ben





I couldn’t recommend the Wellington Eye Clinic enough. Dr Cummings, the optometrists, the nurses and all of the support staff were fantastic. I had LASIK and the recovery was exactly as described. 10/10
See more
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If you are reading these reviews trying to decide if you should go for laser eye surgery or not then just get on the phone and book an appointment, you won't regret it! The Wellington eye clinic have been totally amazing throughout my whole experience. I eventually plucked up the courage last year to look into getting laser eye surgery after years of talking myself out of it and I am gutted that I didn't pluck the courage up years ago! The staff could not have been more helpful and especially given the current circumstances they went out of their way to ensure I was comfortable and happy throughout all of my visits. I ended up getting LASEK as it was better suited for my eyes, the recovery was longer and a bit more uncomfortable than I hear the LASIK is but I would do it all again in a heartbeat. Anything is worth it to finally have 20/20 vision and not have to put contacts in every morning. The surgery was totally painless and was over before I knew it, I couldn't believe how quick it was! It was a really nice touch that my surgeon Dr Arthur Cummings sent a text to me the evening after my surgery to make sure I was doing ok. The aftercare has been super, with regular visits and check ups to make sure that everything had gone to plan, which of course it did. I could not fault the Wellington eye clinic at all. Thanks so much to everyone there for finally giving me 20/20 vision :) :)
See more
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My experience at the wellington eye clinic has been completely life changing. From my initial consultation, surgery and aftercare the attention to detail and quality of care was outstanding. Before surgery I had a -6 prescription and glasses really affected my confidence. I had worn contacts for years but they were beginning to make my eyes dry and uncomfortable. They were also extremely expensive. I had thought about laser eye surgery for years and finally decided to research further when I came across the wellington. Everyone in the clinic is extremely friendly and answered all my questions about the surgery. Reception staff, nurses, ophthalmologists and Arthur himself are very professional. On the day of surgery everything went well and I had perfect vision the next day. A few things to me in particular stood out to me and put the wellington above the rest. My first consultation was extremely detailed and felt in no way rushed. All my options for surgery were presented to me in a way I could easily understand. Surgery itself was pain free and over before I could believe it. Aftercare instructions were presented simply and clearly. I received a text that evening from my surgeon to make sure I was comfortable and pain free which is a lovely touch. Now a month later I am now thrilled to be enjoying life free of contacts and glasses and I have never looked back. I have had no dryness irritation or discomfort. I am delighted I chose surgery at the wellington and would highly recommend here for anyone considering surgery. Thank you for changing my life.
See more
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Fantastic Clinic! I have 20/20 vision for the first time in 22years 😀
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I got LASIK done on one eye three weeks ago. I didn't particularly need it as I was at the early stage of lazy eye sight. But I wanted to see as good as before, without glasses for this and that. The staff were very friendly and attentive. The clinic was very clean and hygienic, which was important to me being the nature of the procedure. Perfect sight that evening. No knife no pain , just science techno magic. Copious amounts of anesthetic drops and valium offered if needed. Thank you Dr Cummings. It's great going out and about with perfect sight again. Glasses in the bin too. Lisa Lynam 1st Dec 2019
See more
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lisa lynam





I visited the clinic this week (19/11/19) and couldn't help but be impressed with the professionalism and warmth shown by all of the staff there. From the moment I walked in to the clinic, I was made to fell at ease and my tests were conducted swiftly and in the utmost comfort. I was examined by Mr. Cummings and was delighted with the care and the knowledge that he was able to share with me that was relevant to my case. He has left me with a very clear idea of where I would like to be in the future with regard to the health of my eyes at my age and I will definitely be returning to the Wellington Eye Clinic for one of his suggested treatments when the time permits.
See more
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Kieran Whelan





Excellent clinic. Feel I finally have some options regarding my vision problems. Recommend 100%, only sorry I didn't find my way here long before now. Thanks.
See more
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I recently attended the clinic having been diagnosed with Keratoconus.. I had a consultation with Dr Cummings as I was so overwhelmed. He was extremely knowledgeable on the subject. We together set up a plan and he totally reassured me. Best money I ever spent.
See more
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I attended the Wellington Eye Clinic at the Beacon yesterday 25/3/19 for a thorough eye check-up and to get advice regarding dry eye condition. My Optometrist was Ms. Avril Barnes and she was brilliant. I had Lasik surgery 13 years ago with Mr. Arthur Cummings in The Wellington and I am delighted that my eyes are still great. I received very good advice and information with regard to treating dry eye and having used a warm eye treatment routine for literally just one night so far, I can already feel a difference in my eyes today with regard to moisture levels. I am very grateful for the excellent service I received yesterday from every single member of staff who looked after me from start to finish. Wendy
See more
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Wendy McC





I got my eyes lasered in June by Dr Cummings and his team. It’s been the best thing I’ve ever invested in. No more glasses , better than winning the lotto. I would highly recommend getting them done , painfree and so quick. The man is a genius !
See more
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Just had LASIK last week and can't recommend the Wellington Eye Clinic and all its wonderful staff highly enough. Dr Cummings is the most approachable medical professional I have ever dealt with!
See more
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Alan Keane





I have been thinking about getting Laser Eye Surgery done for a very long time now!! I finally went for it and on Friday (the 13th April), I got it done!! All I can say is “totally amazing”. From the second I walked in the door, the people at the front desk were extremely welcoming and polite to me - offered for free Tea / Coffee! Then firstly a lady brought me in to take some shots of my eyes - kept talking to me which made me feel very relaxed! Then, I had a consent form to sign and instead of just giving it to me to read through and try to understand myself - a different lady brought me into a room to explain to me in full detail what exactly I was consenting to - she was extremely nice and most helpful! Then a lady brought me into the room - got the clothing I had to put on - she was always talking to me all the time which really made me feel at ease! Then Dr. Joseph came into the room and explained every single thing that was going to happen in the room! Finally I went into the room and lay down and Dr. Joseph stayed beside me all the time - talking to me - explaining what / when he was going to do, what was was going to happen and how long things were going to take. Everything was done to perfection! Then to top it off, when I went home on the Friday afternoon, I received a text message from Dr. Joseph to ensure that everything was alright with me and that if I had any queries or concerns that day or night (before I go back the following morning for a checkup), not to hesitate to contact him! Some people thought I was crazy getting this done on Friday 13th, but the way I look at it is, when your with the best there is, the day / date doesn’t matter! Sssooo happy I got this done and that I chose The Wellington Eye Clinic!! Can not recommend them enough!!
See more
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Thank you all so much for making my experience calm and easy . I had a complex eye condition that only a handful of specialists would treat so you can imagine my thoughts contemplating having surgery. Anyway with professional guidance and confidences in the team at the clinic I proceeded yesterday. My eyes were sore for a few hours which is expected but my eye sight is almost perfect today with no pain. It honestly feels like a new world for me this morning. I can’t thank you all enough. Highly recommend �
See more
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I had a very specialized procedure at the Wellington Eye Clinic on Thursday to restore my vision to 20:20. Dr Cummings and his exceptional team performed the procedure and I am now ecstatic to report that I have 20:15 vision. It is important that readers appreciate that I have a prosthetic eye for over 40 years so to have this quality of vision is incredible. I am looking out my front window and actually seeing incredible detail in shrubs, hedges , everything. To say thanks sound so little but I cannot express Judy how thankful I am to Dr Cummings and everyone at the Wellington Eye Clinic.
See more
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At 56 my daily life changed completely after Kamra eye surgery performed by the amazing Dr Arthur Cummings. No more endless searching for reading glasses and, the procedure was totally painless. I couldn't read a thing, no newspapers, phone, price tags - I was endlessly buying cheap reading glasses when I forgot my prescription ones. The morning after the surgery I read a magazine without glasses for the first time In about 20 years. I can't thank the Wellington Eye Clinic enough. Wonderful staff� I HIGHLY recommend them.
See more
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havent had the chance to meet Dr Arthur Cummings. I am from across the world in southeast asia. but Dr Arthur answer my emails while he actually don't really have to. Dublin is lucky to have this great doctor. 🙏
See more
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H Mirza





As a Doctor I can appreciate the level of research the clinic have carried out into understanding the patient's journey. From my initial phone call to book a consultation, through various assessments and finally a consultation with Mr Cummings; the process was extremely efficient and professional. Mr Cummings preempted most of my questions and answered any new ones in great detail. I left the clinic well informed and knew I was in good hands. His skill is well known but his enthusiasm and ability to reassure was what stood out. On the day of surgery I arrived at 3 pm. The Lasik procedure itself only took around 15 minutes. I was well informed of every step of the process. Immediately after the Lasik I could see the clock on the clinic wall in almost perfect detail. I had minimal discomfort in the hours that followed but was armed with the appropriate eye drops in anycase. Only a few hours later on the night of the surgery I could see perfectly. A text from Mr Cummings to check in was a nice touch. In the two weeks since my Lasik the impact has been immense. Now the day starts when I wake up rather than when I put in my contact lenses after 20 minutes of clumingsly scrambling to get ready for the day ahead. The many benifits of Lasik are obvious, but for me being able to play with the kids without having to consider if I have my glasses on or need to find the contacts and working nights without worrying about falling asleep in my lenses leading to dry eyes or conjunctivitis are just two simple but life changing benifits of Laser eye surgery. As a Doctor, I researched all potential Clinics and Surgeons. This was time consuming but a necessity to ensure my eyes were in the care of the best possible team. Objectively and subjectively the Wellington Eye Clinic lead the way. I can't recommend Lasik and the Wellington Eye Clinic highly enough.
See more
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Ciaran Patrick Doyle





I got Laser eye surgery completed by Arthur Cummings and the fantastic team in the Wellington eye Clinic over 14 years ago. Life changing is an understatement. My eyesight is amazing now! Last year I had to renew my car / truck license and I needed to do an eyesight test with my local doctor who confirmed my eyesight is still 20/20
See more
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Long overdue review for LASIK surgery procedure I had in 2023. Dr Cummings and all the team at the clinic were absolutely brilliant. Very thorough assessments, flawless procedure and excellent aftercare. Thank you all.
See more
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Ken Blackmore





3 weeks ago i got laser done on my eyes at the wellington eye clinic I have one regret and that is i should have done it sooner, it was totally painless, and the results are just amazing, i had been wearing glasses and contacts since i was 12 and am now in my 40's i am delighted I finally went and got it done, the team in the wellington eye clinic are just superb from my very first call they made me feel at ease and welcome, i cant speak highly enough of Dr Cummins and his team even after the procedure with the follow up phone calls and texts, anyone thinking of getting eye surgery I cant recommend highly enough, thanks again Damien O Brien
See more
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Damien O Brien





Three years ago I had v.suçcessful l.eye laser treatment. Today, 3 years later, I spoke with 'Rachel' for 5mins on the phone! Admin. Rachel was brilliant. From all her optical knowledge to her kindness, once again The Wellington Clinic is tops for me! Thanks Rachel, Mr. Cummings and the team. My laser may just need 'to be adjusted'. Lesley
See more
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Lesley Miller





I had my eye laser surgery done the 10th of January. I had a wonderful experience. All the team and fabulous staff took great care of me. Arthur Cummings is a fantastic surgeon. He even checks in with you that evening to see how you are and you can call,if you’ve any issues. My healing was great. And they check your eyes the next day you feel very reassured. The results is unbelievable. I feel better and confident at my work now, wish I had done it long ago.would highly recommend,wellington eye clinic.
See more
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Suzanne Callaghan





I am an experienced eye surgeon myself, I had to consider, where I should visit to perform the procedure. For many years I was using contact lenses, but these were no longer good for me. I considered LASIK on my eyes. As I am an experienced eye surgeon myself, I had to consider, where I should visit to perform the procedure. As I have known Dr Arthur Cummings and the Wellington Eye Clinic for many years, I decided to visit Dr Cummings. His excellence, his warm-hearted art, his attitude to perfection are well known and convinced me to give my eyes to his hands. Also, his staff and colleagues are so kind and care about absolutely everything, that I just felt like visiting my family rather than a clinic. The procedure lead to a perfect result. Today for more than 40 years it is the first time, that I am able to look at my environment without any prosthesis. It is an overwhelming experience, and still after a week I sit down and only enjoy looking – at everything: I do not read the newspaper, but look at the contrasts changing on the paper in the light and those little particles in the material. It was three days after LASIK that I could do my work as a microsurgeon again, everything worked perfectly. As a result, I am convinced, the Wellington Eye Clinic and Dr Arthur Cummings are clearly recommended.
See more
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Andreas Frohn 
Professor of Ophthalmology at Tuebingen University. Cataract and Laser Eye Surgeon





One the best eyes clinic in Ireland, excellent service from the beginning to end. Five stars service, great staff, lovely location.
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Jose Maria Soto Sellanes





I selected the WEC by a devious route from another Eye Specialist who operates worldwide. The reason was they could not offer the right product (Trifocal IOL) to me. I got the Lenses replaced on Oct/2019. Any aspect of the procedure, from pre-checks, preparation, surgery, and aftercare is flawless. You are in absolute professional hands. I did a lot of private research in preparation of the surgery. On the end, I had not many questions left on Dr Cummings and was convinced it is the only right decision. Big thanks to Kurt V. and his YT video series (Testimonial Trifocal IOL lens implant). It answered questions I don't even know to ask. The entire work, together with the Lasik correction if needed afterwards, is on the end not pricier than from this big players which makes these low price advertisement. Thanks a million to the Wellington Eye Clinic Team.
See more
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I’m a year post laser eye surgery, my experience with the Wellington Cljnic has been exemplary! I couldn’t recommend them enough- the entire team, from reception and pre appointment tests, to Mr. Cummings and the team in surgery to the after care. Everything well explained, the whole team are very professional and helpful. I am delighted with the outcome- I wore glasses for almost all my life and now to see so well without them is amazing- it has been life-changing for me!!! Thanks to all in the Wellington Eye Clinic!
See more
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Excellent professional and friendly care from the Wellington team. Many thanks. F Blake
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Frances Blake





I had laser eye surgery just over 2 weeks ago and can’t believe how quick and painless such a life-changing procedure could be. I have been wearing glasses/contact lenses for distance vision for about 40 years. In the last few years, I was no longer able to see close up things while wearing my lenses, and then had to add reading glasses to my collection. When I visited Wellington Eye Clinic, they completed the most thorough assessment of my eyes and recommended blended vision – one eye corrected for distance and one for close up work. Dr. Cummings explained the solution and the procedure to me in really simple terms, and filled me with confidence. On the morning of my surgery, I was so well taken care of. A final set of tests and checks on my eyes, followed by a short and painless surgery and then a rest in the lovely recovery room. Just 24 hours after surgery, I was able see well enough to drive, use the small font on my phone, thread a needle, work on my laptop and so much more. I can’t recommend Wellington Eye Clinic highly enough. Everybody is so professional and caring at each stage of the process, and I’m delighted with my new vision. I should have done this years ago!!
See more
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Jane Hogan





I can't thank Dr. Cummings and the staff at the Wellington Eye Clinic enough. I had LASIK last week and the entire process from start to finish was a breeze, thanks to the amazing staff at the clinic. Waking up with perfect vision again has been surreal and my only regret is not getting it done sooner. I couldn't recommend the clinic enough, Dr. Cummings is extremely professional and his calm and positive attitude throughout put me at ease and helped reassure me that I was in the right place!
See more
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Shaun





Some years ago ,I suffered the terrifying experience of temporal arteris,and Arthur Cummings saved the sight in my right eye..alas,It was too late for the other eye…but I am eternally grateful to him for the wonderful expertise of his brilliant mind,and gentle manner,giving me courage to continue on.His team are gentle, polite and encouraging.He is one of the best eye surgeons in Ireland, Thank you,Arthur
See more
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I am three days post LASIK treatment and couldn’t be happier. The Wellington Clinic and Dr. Cummings came highly recommended from a friend, and from my very first consultation I knew I was in safe and expert hands. Dr. Cummings and the whole Team are so kind and caring, providing such a positive experience. The level of care and service from the very first phone call to the treatment itself and the aftercare is second to none. If you are considering Laser Eye Surgery, I couldn’t recommend this clinic more.
See more
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It’s amazing being able to wake up in the morning and just see. I don’t have to reach for my glasses or put contact lenses in. All the staff here were so nice and helpful and the whole process was very easy and fast. Thank you very much Wellington.
See more
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I couldn’t recommend the Wellington Eye Clinic enough. Dr Cummings, the optometrists, the nurses and all of the support staff were fantastic. I had LASIK and the recovery was exactly as described. 10/10
See more
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If you are reading these reviews trying to decide if you should go for laser eye surgery or not then just get on the phone and book an appointment, you won't regret it! The Wellington eye clinic have been totally amazing throughout my whole experience. I eventually plucked up the courage last year to look into getting laser eye surgery after years of talking myself out of it and I am gutted that I didn't pluck the courage up years ago! The staff could not have been more helpful and especially given the current circumstances they went out of their way to ensure I was comfortable and happy throughout all of my visits. I ended up getting LASEK as it was better suited for my eyes, the recovery was longer and a bit more uncomfortable than I hear the LASIK is but I would do it all again in a heartbeat. Anything is worth it to finally have 20/20 vision and not have to put contacts in every morning. The surgery was totally painless and was over before I knew it, I couldn't believe how quick it was! It was a really nice touch that my surgeon Dr Arthur Cummings sent a text to me the evening after my surgery to make sure I was doing ok. The aftercare has been super, with regular visits and check ups to make sure that everything had gone to plan, which of course it did. I could not fault the Wellington eye clinic at all. Thanks so much to everyone there for finally giving me 20/20 vision :) :)
See more
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My experience at the wellington eye clinic has been completely life changing. From my initial consultation, surgery and aftercare the attention to detail and quality of care was outstanding. Before surgery I had a -6 prescription and glasses really affected my confidence. I had worn contacts for years but they were beginning to make my eyes dry and uncomfortable. They were also extremely expensive. I had thought about laser eye surgery for years and finally decided to research further when I came across the wellington. Everyone in the clinic is extremely friendly and answered all my questions about the surgery. Reception staff, nurses, ophthalmologists and Arthur himself are very professional. On the day of surgery everything went well and I had perfect vision the next day. A few things to me in particular stood out to me and put the wellington above the rest. My first consultation was extremely detailed and felt in no way rushed. All my options for surgery were presented to me in a way I could easily understand. Surgery itself was pain free and over before I could believe it. Aftercare instructions were presented simply and clearly. I received a text that evening from my surgeon to make sure I was comfortable and pain free which is a lovely touch. Now a month later I am now thrilled to be enjoying life free of contacts and glasses and I have never looked back. I have had no dryness irritation or discomfort. I am delighted I chose surgery at the wellington and would highly recommend here for anyone considering surgery. Thank you for changing my life.
See more
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Fantastic Clinic! I have 20/20 vision for the first time in 22years 😀
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I got LASIK done on one eye three weeks ago. I didn't particularly need it as I was at the early stage of lazy eye sight. But I wanted to see as good as before, without glasses for this and that. The staff were very friendly and attentive. The clinic was very clean and hygienic, which was important to me being the nature of the procedure. Perfect sight that evening. No knife no pain , just science techno magic. Copious amounts of anesthetic drops and valium offered if needed. Thank you Dr Cummings. It's great going out and about with perfect sight again. Glasses in the bin too. Lisa Lynam 1st Dec 2019
See more
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I visited the clinic this week (19/11/19) and couldn't help but be impressed with the professionalism and warmth shown by all of the staff there. From the moment I walked in to the clinic, I was made to fell at ease and my tests were conducted swiftly and in the utmost comfort. I was examined by Mr. Cummings and was delighted with the care and the knowledge that he was able to share with me that was relevant to my case. He has left me with a very clear idea of where I would like to be in the future with regard to the health of my eyes at my age and I will definitely be returning to the Wellington Eye Clinic for one of his suggested treatments when the time permits.
See more
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Excellent clinic. Feel I finally have some options regarding my vision problems. Recommend 100%, only sorry I didn't find my way here long before now. Thanks.
See more
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I recently attended the clinic having been diagnosed with Keratoconus.. I had a consultation with Dr Cummings as I was so overwhelmed. He was extremely knowledgeable on the subject. We together set up a plan and he totally reassured me. Best money I ever spent.
See more
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I attended the Wellington Eye Clinic at the Beacon yesterday 25/3/19 for a thorough eye check-up and to get advice regarding dry eye condition. My Optometrist was Ms. Avril Barnes and she was brilliant. I had Lasik surgery 13 years ago with Mr. Arthur Cummings in The Wellington and I am delighted that my eyes are still great. I received very good advice and information with regard to treating dry eye and having used a warm eye treatment routine for literally just one night so far, I can already feel a difference in my eyes today with regard to moisture levels. I am very grateful for the excellent service I received yesterday from every single member of staff who looked after me from start to finish. Wendy
See more
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I got my eyes lasered in June by Dr Cummings and his team. It’s been the best thing I’ve ever invested in. No more glasses , better than winning the lotto. I would highly recommend getting them done , painfree and so quick. The man is a genius !
See more
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Just had LASIK last week and can't recommend the Wellington Eye Clinic and all its wonderful staff highly enough. Dr Cummings is the most approachable medical professional I have ever dealt with!
See more
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I have been thinking about getting Laser Eye Surgery done for a very long time now!! I finally went for it and on Friday (the 13th April), I got it done!! All I can say is “totally amazing”. From the second I walked in the door, the people at the front desk were extremely welcoming and polite to me - offered for free Tea / Coffee! Then firstly a lady brought me in to take some shots of my eyes - kept talking to me which made me feel very relaxed! Then, I had a consent form to sign and instead of just giving it to me to read through and try to understand myself - a different lady brought me into a room to explain to me in full detail what exactly I was consenting to - she was extremely nice and most helpful! Then a lady brought me into the room - got the clothing I had to put on - she was always talking to me all the time which really made me feel at ease! Then Dr. Joseph came into the room and explained every single thing that was going to happen in the room! Finally I went into the room and lay down and Dr. Joseph stayed beside me all the time - talking to me - explaining what / when he was going to do, what was was going to happen and how long things were going to take. Everything was done to perfection! Then to top it off, when I went home on the Friday afternoon, I received a text message from Dr. Joseph to ensure that everything was alright with me and that if I had any queries or concerns that day or night (before I go back the following morning for a checkup), not to hesitate to contact him! Some people thought I was crazy getting this done on Friday 13th, but the way I look at it is, when your with the best there is, the day / date doesn’t matter! Sssooo happy I got this done and that I chose The Wellington Eye Clinic!! Can not recommend them enough!!
See more
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Thank you all so much for making my experience calm and easy . I had a complex eye condition that only a handful of specialists would treat so you can imagine my thoughts contemplating having surgery. Anyway with professional guidance and confidences in the team at the clinic I proceeded yesterday. My eyes were sore for a few hours which is expected but my eye sight is almost perfect today with no pain. It honestly feels like a new world for me this morning. I can’t thank you all enough. Highly recommend �
See more
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I had a very specialized procedure at the Wellington Eye Clinic on Thursday to restore my vision to 20:20. Dr Cummings and his exceptional team performed the procedure and I am now ecstatic to report that I have 20:15 vision. It is important that readers appreciate that I have a prosthetic eye for over 40 years so to have this quality of vision is incredible. I am looking out my front window and actually seeing incredible detail in shrubs, hedges , everything. To say thanks sound so little but I cannot express Judy how thankful I am to Dr Cummings and everyone at the Wellington Eye Clinic.
See more
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At 56 my daily life changed completely after Kamra eye surgery performed by the amazing Dr Arthur Cummings. No more endless searching for reading glasses and, the procedure was totally painless. I couldn't read a thing, no newspapers, phone, price tags - I was endlessly buying cheap reading glasses when I forgot my prescription ones. The morning after the surgery I read a magazine without glasses for the first time In about 20 years. I can't thank the Wellington Eye Clinic enough. Wonderful staff� I HIGHLY recommend them.
See more
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havent had the chance to meet Dr Arthur Cummings. I am from across the world in southeast asia. but Dr Arthur answer my emails while he actually don't really have to. Dublin is lucky to have this great doctor. 🙏
See more
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The Wellington Team

Meet the team that is ready to help you start your journey to increased visual freedom

Meet the team
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Globally Accredited
By the World College of Refractive Surgery & Visual Sciences





Blog Posts
Read the latest blog posts and news stories that concern us and our patients
See all
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May 19, 2022Dry Eye Disease
If your eyes do not produce enough tears, it is called dry eye. Dry eye is also when your eyes do not make the right type of tears or tear film.
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March 22, 2022Improve Your Eyesight by Adjusting Your Lifestyle
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Videos
Watch videos we've produced ourselves, from the media and even some from our patients.
See all



Memberships
We keep great company
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